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The authors use radon data from Health Canada, lung cancer data from the provincial registry, and vital statistics data 
from Stats Canada to estimate the fraction of lung cancers in Alberta that are attributable to radon exposure. The study 
applies methods developed in other work (Brand, Peterson) and reports results that are completely consistent to the prior 
literature -- approximately 16% of all lung cancers can be attributed to radon exposure. The only novelty is in the 
application of these methods to the province of Alberta, where geometric mean radon concentrations are somewhat higher 
than in Canada as a whole. This is certainly useful to help policy-makers contextualize the risk and the potential benefits of 
exposure reduction in the province. The work is technically sound, but I have some recommendations for a stronger paper:  
 
1) Abstract: variation in building design and condition only account for a fraction of radon variability. Very hard to build a 
radon prediction model because indoor radon is really complex.  
Response: While we agree with the reviewer that it is true that building a prediction model for radon exposure 
at an individual-level is difficult and accurately capturing inhaled radon exposure at the individual level of 
exposure remains methodologically challenging. The objective of this manuscript was not however, to build such 
a model, but rather to estimate the proportion of lung cancers that could be attributable to residential radon 
exposure. Indeed, we agree that there are many factors that determine radon exposure (particularly 
geographical) and one of the major messages from our work is the importance for individuals to test their homes 
for potential radon exposure and remediate to the extent that is possible. We have added a sentence to the 
interpretation section of the abstract to emphasize the role for radon testing and remediation in cancer 
prevention activities. From a public health perspective these are actions that can be taken to modify and control 
radon exposure in homes, where other determinants (such as geography) are much less modifiable.  
 
2) Authors make it clear that they are measuring radon-related lung cancer by both incidence and mortality, but it is still 
confusing in places. Suggest that the first paragraph of the methods be augmented to better explain. At present lines 4-10 
don't make much sense. Are they assuming that every incident case will die of the disease, and therefore the incidence and 
mortality rates are the same?  
Response: As we note in response to comment #3 from the Editorial Board, the assumption being made in this 
analysis was that the proportion of incident lung cancers caused by (or attributable to) radon would be 
equivalent to the proportion of lung cancer mortality attributable to radon. Specifically, this assumption rests on 
the idea that radon exposure is not associated with survival with lung cancer, but rather with development of 
the disease in the first place. We have edited the end of the first paragraph of the methods section on p. 4 to 
make this assumption more explicit. Further, the assumption is explained in more detail in the first paragraph of 
the Statistical Analysis section on p. 5. As we noted in our response to the Editorial Board, the assumption that 
population attributable lung cancer risks for radon mortality can be used to approximate population 
attributable lung cancer risks for incidence is the same assumption that has previously been made by Parkin & 
Darby (2) in their analysis of the population attributable risk for radon for lung cancer incidence in the United 
Kingdom.  
 
3) Page 6, line 1: determined is a strong word here. Estimated would be better.  
Response: We have altered the first sentence on p. 5 (concerning use of the Cross Canada Survey of Radon in 
Homes to estimate radon exposure) as suggested by the reviewer.  
 
4) There are many references to the Brand and Peterson papers, but the reader is left feeling a bit dissatisfied without 
seeking out that literature. To allow the work to stand on its own I would recommend adding an initial paragraph 
describing exactly what those two papers did, and then say "we followed the same methods here". There is some room to 
cut text from the Interpretation section.  
Response: Several summary sentences have been added to the first paragraph of the methods section to provide 
an overview of the population attributable risk estimate methods used in this manuscript. We would like to note 
that the methods used in this manuscript are quite technical and have been described in detail in the paper by 
Brand and colleagues (1) that is mentioned in our manuscript. While we believe that the additional text will 
allow our work to stand on its own a bit more as suggested by the reviewer, in our opinion any future 
researchers wishing to utilize this method will need to carefully refer to the Brand et al. paper (1) and have tried 
to reflect this in the text of our methods section. As we stated in copyediting comment 4, in altering our 
manuscript in response to these comments we have tried to balance adding additional details to this manuscript 
with the need to be transparent about the fact that we utilized a previously published methodology to conduct 
these analyses.  
 
5) Something that is not addressed in the Interpretation (or, sadly, by the methods) is the question of the geographic 
distribution of radon. There are areas with higher radon and areas with lower radon, and work done in British Columbia 
(Branion-Calles, Henderson) has shown quite different patterns of lung cancer mortality, especially among men and 
women, in higher and lower concentration areas. Even if the authors had divided the study into the health regions used by 
Health Canada in the sampling, that would have made for a more nuanced contribution.  
Response: As described in response to comment 1 from the Editorial Board, we have added estimates of 
population attributable risk by Alberta Health Services Zone (health regions) to the manuscript as suggested. 
Specifically, we have added an additional paragraph to the results section on p. 7 and Table 3, which presents 
zone-specific results. We had initially excluded these results from the manuscript due to the fact that, as shown 
in Table 3, the estimates of population attributable risk do not differ substantially between zones and thus, in 
our opinion, presenting a single provincial estimate seemed appropriate. However, we agree with the reviewer 
that this level of detail is likely helpful to readers to allow them to evaluate the merits of presenting a single 



provincial estimate themselves and thus have added these results to the revised manuscript.  
 
6) Further discussion of the consistency between men and women would be useful, given that other work has found that 
women might be at higher risk.  
Response: As shown in Table 2, we do not observe major differences in the population attributable risks between 
men and women. Among previous radon population attributable risk studies that have explicitly presented 
results from men and women separately, both Chen et al. (7) and Steindorf et al. (9) also noted similar 
population attributable risks for men and women. Further, neither Krewski et al. (4) or Darby et al. (3) noted 
differences in the relative risks between radon and lung cancer by sex in pooled analyses of existing studies 
from Europe (3) and North America (4). As such, given the lack of sex variation in both our findings and in those 
of previous work, we do not believe that this is an issue that warrants substantial discussion in this paper. 
However, we have added sentence to the beginning of the interpretation section on p. 8 noting the lack of 
variation between men and women.  
 
7) Page 8, line 10: geometric standard deviation is unitless.  
Response: The units have been removed from standard deviation as suggested. 
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Comments to the Author  
General comments:  
This is a well-executed assessment of radon attributable cancers in a jurisdiction where a detailed analysis has not been 
performed previously. The methods employed are consistent with those used by other authors but due to higher average 
radon concentrations in Alberta homes, the estimated radon attributable fraction is higher than reported by previous 
studies.  
 
Specific comments:  
1) p8 line 47, 48 "The difference in exposure level between provinces." doesn't fit with the rest of the text. Should be 
deleted.  
Response: This sentence was a typographical error and has been removed.  
 
2) The mean estimates (e.g. 16.6% overall) of radon attributable cancer are presented throughout the article. In truth, we 
don't know the exact percentage. The methods used allow presentation of a plausible range of radon attributable cancers 
and it would be useful to include this in brackets after the mean estimate to help emphasize to the reader that there is no 
exact percentage. "approximately 17%" as used in the abstract is correct but doesn't provide the reader with much clarity as 
to the plausible range of estimates.  
Response: We have made changes to the abstract and the results section to incorporate this comment. In the 
results section of the abstract we have added the range of Monte Carlo estimates to the sentence describing the 
mean population attributable risk value (16.6%) estimated by our model. The beginning of the second 
paragraph of the results section on p. 7 has also been altered to refer readers to Table 2 for the full range of 
population attributable risk estimates from our Monte Carlo simulation. Further, we have added the upper and 
lower bounds of the main population attributable risk analysis when presenting the mean estimated population 
attributable risk value of 16.6%.  
 
3) Radon levels were measured in the 'lowest lived in level' the home. In practice, this would be interpreted as the 
basement or ground floor. As building occupants would spend some (or even most) of their time in higher levels of the 
home, the location of the radon monitor would tend to overestimate personal exposures. This point could be added to the 
discussion section.  
Response: In utilizing their data, the radon measurements presented in this manuscript were obtained using the 
guidelines from the Cross Canada Survey of Radon in Homes for radon measurement. These are the standard 
guidelines that Health Canada uses for all radon measures and communicates to the public. While we agree that 
that people do not generally spend all day on the level of the home where the radon is being measured (lowest 
level), this represents the current practice in commercial/health safety testing standards and on which 
remediation would be based. Given that these methods reflect current safety practices we question whether this 
is a true limitation of the study. To obtain personal levels of residential radon exposure, individuals would need 
to wear personal radon monitors or multiple monitors in the home would be required. We feel that the survey 
limitations that we cite in the manuscript on p.9 – 10 are more of methodological concern and have maintained 
this portion of the discussion.  
 
4) The assumption of 'zero' exposure for apartment dwellers merits further discussion. In practice it seems unlikely levels in 
apartments would be lower than in outdoor air. While outdoor levels are lower than indoors (and vary locally), they aren't 
zero.  
Response: While we understand the reviewer’s comments that the radon exposure levels in apartments may not 
be zero or lower than in outdoor air, the purpose of this analysis was to estimate the proportion of lung cancer 
attributable to residential radon exposure (i.e. on top of the baseline exposure of outdoor air). The assumption 
that was used in our study that apartment dwellers are unexposed to residential radon is the same assumption 
that has been used in previous analyses (1,6) and as was noted in a previous publication (1), apartments above 
the second floor generally have negligible residential radon levels. Further, our objective is to estimate the 
population attributable lung cancer risk due to residential radon exposure, which specifically implies indoor 
exposure. Thus, if the radon levels for apartment dwellers are similar to those seen outdoors we can assume that 
they have zero excess exposure due to indoor air as non-apartment dwellers are similarly exposed to outdoor 
air, such that radon exposure from outdoor air is consistent across exposure groups. As such, we have left the 
text of the manuscript unchanged in response to this comment.  
 



5) The final sentence in the paper states that radon remediation strategies are needed to reduce exposures. It would be 
helpful to include an estimate of the preventable fraction of radon attributable cancer. While we can reduce indoor levels 
we cannot reduce exposure to zero as radon concentrations in outdoor air are still associated with appreciable cancer risk. 
It would also be helpful to add comments on whether this paper suggests that some strategies for radon exposure 
reduction are likely to be more effective than others.  
Response: As part of a national project to estimate the burden of cancer in Canada attributable to various 
lifestyle and environmental our team will be estimating the “avoidable fractions” of lung cancer in future years 
through the implementation of remediation strategies. These analyses will be part of a larger collaborative 
network and include several additional levels of analytical modeling and complexity, however, they are beyond 
the scope of this manuscript.  
 
In the context of this manuscript, our approach does not consider specific potential remediation strategies but 
rather attempts to quantify the proportion of lung cancer that could be attributed to current exposure levels. 
While slightly different conceptually and analytically, we do believe that our data supports the promotion of 
residential radon remediation due to the potential for lung cancer prevention. Where it falls short in our opinion 
is that it does not provide information comparing different remediation strategies. As such, we have kept the 
general support for radon remediation without proposing specific strategies in the final sentence of the 
manuscript.  
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